By integrating Class and Operational data along with Structural, Machinery, and Environmental analytics, the My Digital Fleet platform offers risk-based insights, real-time alerts and decision support to manage everyday operational challenges and desired business outcomes.

The ABS My Digital Fleet™ is the only customizable risk management platform that provides real-time data-driven insights to improve fleet efficiency, reduce costs and manage risks.

By integrating Class and Operational data along with Structural, Machinery, and Environmental analytics, the My Digital Fleet platform offers risk-based insights, real-time alerts and decision support to manage everyday operational challenges and desired business outcomes.

**MY DIGITAL FLEET™ AND ABS DIGITAL SOLUTIONS**

The ABS My Digital Fleet™ is the only customizable risk management platform for marine and offshore clients to view their asset’s operational health and risk profile in real time. Make data-driven decisions and reduce your risks by tackling your compliance, sustainability, and asset management challenges, all powered by the suite of ABS Digital Solutions.

**CONNECT YOUR DATA. REDUCE YOUR RISKS.**

Learn more about ABS Digital Solutions by visiting www.Eagle.org/MyDigitalFleet
THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATIONS

ABS My Digital Fleet supports risk and predictive compliance intelligence using Class, ERP Solutions, ABS Digital Solutions, and ABS Nautical Systems, as well as third-party data sources.

Vessel positions data including live positions and historical movements
Location-based insights regarding current and emerging cybersecurity and maritime security risks.
Location-based insights regarding environmental operations and whether it is allowed as per local or international standards.

MY DIGITAL FLEET™ KEY FEATURES AND INSIGHTS

PLATFORM FEATURES
• Web Access to Cloud-based Operations Dashboard
• Live Fleet Map with Vessel Positions powered in part by Lloyds’ List Intelligence
• Vessel-Specific Operational Risk Models tailored to Client Business Drivers
• Risk Alerts via Email Notifications
• Integration with ABS Digital Products and Client Systems
• Client-Specific KPIs and Benchmarking
• Integrated Custom Dashboards

COMPLIANCE AND RISK INSIGHTS
• Port State Control (PSC) Risk
• Security Risks across different maritime areas and destination ports powered by Control Risks CORE+ Maritime
• Cybersecurity Risks powered by Control Risks CORE+ Cyber

SUSTAINABILITY INSIGHTS
• Environmental Operation Risk powered by EMH Systems
• Global Environmental Regulations Database powered by EMH Systems
• GHG Monitoring

MACHINERY INSIGHTS
• Maintenance Health Risk with CMMS Integration
• Machinery Anomaly Risk with connected ABS Machinery Performance Monitor

STRUCTURAL INSIGHTS
• Extreme Event Risk with connected ABS Structural Dashboard
• High Fatigue Life Consumption Risk with connected ABS Structural Dashboard

DIGITALIZE YOUR FLEET TODAY.
Schedule a demo or learn more by visiting www.Eagle.org/MyDigitalFleet